We have determined the sequence of a cloned DNA fragment 1108 base pairs long which corresponds to the 3' end of the Moloney murine leukemia provirus. The clone was obtained as the primary product of reverse transcription and begins with the Moloney "strong stop" sequence, then extends towards the 5' end of the provirus. Our sequence: (i) proves that reverse transcriptase switches templates during minus strand synthesis; (ii) defines the limits of the 515-base-pair repeats which occupy both ends of the integrated provirus; (iii) shows that the structure of the proviral repeats has strong analogy to bacterial insertion sequences, indicating that the Moloney provirus is a transposon; (iv) identifies the putative promotor for genomic transcription within these repeats; (v) (MLV) (1) has long been the focus for biochemical and structural studies as a prototype for the mammalian RNA tumor viruses. Central to understanding the biology of retroviruses is the unambiguous assignment of genes to the RNA genome. In addition, because these viruses represent fragments of "selfish" nucleic acid (2) which can exist either free in a virion or associated with a cellular genome, the ends of the replicating molecule and its mode of replication are of particular interest.
gle-stranded bacteriophage origins of replication;(vi) solves the amino acid sequence of most of piSE, the carboxy-terminal product of the env gene; (vii) allows detailed mapping of the mink cell focus-forming virus substitution locus in a central location within the gp7O region of the env gene; and (viii) identifies a long open translation frame to the right of the env gene (B gene) which could be involved in leukemogenesis. - Moloney murine leukemia virus (MLV) (1) has long been the focus for biochemical and structural studies as a prototype for the mammalian RNA tumor viruses. Central to understanding the biology of retroviruses is the unambiguous assignment of genes to the RNA genome. In addition, because these viruses represent fragments of "selfish" nucleic acid (2) which can exist either free in a virion or associated with a cellular genome, the ends of the replicating molecule and its mode of replication are of particular interest.
After infection, the virus-coded reverse transcriptase enzyme copies the Moloney virus single-stranded RNA genome into double-stranded DNA (3) . Studies of reverse transcription in vitro indicate that DNA synthesis is initiated by the covalent elongation of the priming tRNA molecule which is bound near the 5' end of the RNA genome (4) . Synthesis proceeds in a 5'-to-3' fashion, polymerizing deoxyribonucleotides complementary to the RNA genome such that the 5' end of the template is soon reached. The nascent single-stranded DNA molecule is then thought to migrate to the 3' end of the RNA template, where it may pair by virtue of complementary nucleotides with the string of approximately 60 bases immediately 5' to the poly(A) tail on that end of the genome (5). The nascent chain is then elongated, presumably continuously, to the 5' end of the template, producing a complete minus strand DNA copy of the virus genome. The mechanism for second-strand DNA synthesis and for producing a repeated end structure, thus
The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 We are studying the structure of proviral DNA cloned in bacterial vectors. Our initial attention has been drawn to the 3' end, where much of the molecular interest is. We choose to study the nucleotide sequences of cloned DNA fragments rather than that of whole viral RNA preparations because these RNA viruses have a low ratio of infectious virus to particle and the RNA is quite heterogeneous. Ultimately, the cloned DNA segments may be shown by transfection studies to harbor full biological activity, a feature not possible with RNA populations.
We have investigated the molecular architecture of the product of the initial events in reverse transcription and have completely defined at the DNA sequence level the 5' end of the minus strand DNA. The sequence extends into the carboxyterminal end of the most 3'-proximal gene of the viral RNA. Our study proves the molecular jump (4, 6-9), identifies important transcription and replication signals, defines the insertion sequence that indicates that the provirus is a transposable element, and maps the gene for piSE on the virus genome, as well as provides most of the piSE amino acid sequence. This mapping shows that piSE is a virus-coded product and allows the location of the env gene to be calculated. In addition, we report here the presence of a long open reading frame to the right of the env gene and discuss its possible relevance to leukemogenic transformation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The source of this cloned, plasmid DNA has been described (10) . Briefly, cDNA was made in vitro by detergent-disrupted, purified Moloney murine leukemia virus (11) ; after treatment by the single-strand-specific nuclease S1, it was size-enriched on a sucrose gradient. dC residues were added to the ends of this double-stranded DNA with terminal transferase and cloned at the single Pst I site of pBR322, which has dG residues at its ends (12) . The restriction profile of tetracycline-resistant, ampicillin-sensitive, hybridization-positive recombinant plasmids was compared to those of MLV DNA synthesized in vitro (13) and of pBR322 (14) . A clone, pMLV-201, which was thought to contain the 5'-3' jump, was chosen for sequence analysis. The sequence of restriction fragments was determined by the partial chemical degradation method (15, 16 (22) . In the accompanying paper, van Beveren et al. (20) demonstrate that the sequence at the 5' end of the integrated Moloney MLV diverges completely from our 3' sequence at base 516 (our numbers) but matches it in the bases preceding and including 515. In their case, bases 516 and on represent cellular DNA; in our case these sequences are in the body of the virus. This comparison defines the size of the repeat at 515 base pairs.
At either end of the proviral repeat we find a completely homologous sequence of 11 base pairs in inverted orientation
Origin of second-strand synthesis can be drawn as a hairpin structure. These bases are from the minus strand, positions 487-568. The inverted repeat IRL is indicated. The position of initiation (+1) was identified by analogy to bacteriophage origins (26) , but stable product probably begins at IRL. Synthesis proceeds through the loops, complementary to these bases.
(underlined in Fig. 1 and diagrammed in Fig. 2) . We have called them IRR and IRL for inverted repeat, right and left. The same repeating units are seen in the 5' long terminal repeat (20) . Such repeats are reminiscent of the structures found in genetic elements called insertion sequences (23) . Because the body of the virus is flanked by two insertion elements (the provirus repeats) when the provirus is synthesized, it becomes a transposon, perhaps explaining, by analogy to prokaryotic transposons, how it integrates.
Putative Promotor for Genomic Transcription. Because the genome is thought to be a primary transcription product that is translated as an unspliced mRNA, it ought to have a promotor. The region that corresponds to the 5' end of the RNA is represented at both ends of the provirus; thus the transcription initiation sequence at position 143 (on the lower strand) of this 3' clone is embedded in the same sequence that the initiator of genomic transcription occupies. By analogy with other eukaryotic transcription units, the promotor should lie upstream 20-25 positions from position 143 (24) . Underlined in Fig. 1 we see the sequence C-A-A-A-A-A-A-A at this location; an unimpressive five out of eight match with the customary T-A-T-A-A-A-T-A "Hogness box" (24) . Our sequence differs by a single base from that of van Beveren at the third A. The difference does not make a better promotor fit. We think that this and two other single-base differences in the two sequences of the proviral repeats arise from errors made by the reverse transcriptase, which has an error rate of about 1/500.
Alternative mechanisms of RNA initiation can be considered, such as downstream promotion as is observed for the 5S genes of Xenopus (25) . We do not find a sequence downstream from position 143 (positions 130-40, lower strand, were scanned) that shows any striking homology with the 5S internal promotor, and other possibilities seem less likely than using the C-A-A-A-A-A-A-A sequence, even though it poorly matches the Hogness box.
Origin of Second-Strand Synthesis. The sequence just into the body of the virus from the repeat junction, roughly positions 516-560 (underlined in Fig. 1) , is of peculiar composition: on the upper strand, there is a sequence containing 15 pyrimidines in a row, then a 15-nucleotide sequence containing 12 purines, followed by an 1 1-nucleotide sequence containing 10 pyrimidines. This striking sequence occurs at the repeat junction, where the origin of second-strand replication is thought to be localized (22) . A stem-and-loop structure (hairpin) may be drawn with these nucleotides (Fig. 3 ) similar to that for the single-stranded bacteriophage origins of replication (26) . At Mapping the env Gene. The product of the Moloney env gene is a polyprotein of 60,000-70,000 daltons carrying both gp7O (45-50 kilodaltons) and piSE (10-15 kilodaltons) peptides (28, 29) . Pactymycin experiments determined gp7O and pi5E at the amino and carboxy termini, respectively (30). Our sequence confirms that assignment and places the amino terminus of pi5E, and hence the env precursor, at position 1150. This gp7O protein requires a gene of 1400-1650 nucleotides; hence the gp7O coding sequence spans from about position 1150 (COOH) to 2550-2800 (NH2).
Leukemogenic mink cell focus-forming (MCF) viruses (31) differ from their more benign relatives by genetic substitutions which have been mapped by heteroduplex analyses (27, 32) . The endpoints of these substitutions occur between 1.6-1.9 and 2.5-2.7 kilobases from the 3' end, clearly disturbing the env gene, in agreement with the tryptic mapping results of Elder et al. (33) . Fig. 4 (1980) 3805 substitution is centrally located in the gp7O molecule. gp7O coding sequences must occupy most, if not all, of the 2800 nucleotides in the 3'-derived portion of the env 21S mRNA (32) . This calculation shows that it is possible, although not necessary, that some, though not many, gp7O codons come from the 5'-derived spliced exon (300-600 nucleotides) (32) . Ultimate resolution of this point relies on further sequence analysis.
The central location of the MCF env substitution in gp7O makes it likely that the recombinants are formed by a double crossover event. One mechanism for such an event could be a legitimate recombination between generally homologous regions of genes. Alternatively, we imagine that the exchange of central env regions could be mediated by a cassette mechanism similar to that shown to operate for yeast mating type (34) and immunoglobulin (35, 36) polymorphisms. If so, then MCF substitution sites will be found to be specific.
To invoke the R gene discussed above in murine leukemia, we must deal with the MCF viruses because changes 1000 nucleotides upstream from the R gene are highly correlated with viral leukemogenic potential (33) . We suggest that there is coordination between gp7O and R and can imagine three classes of miodels that pertain. There could be a protein-protein interaction between gp7O and the R product. A second model requires that certain substitutions in the MCF region of env potentiate expression of the R-gene mRNA. Finally, the "passport" model has altered gp7O molecules expanding the host range of otherwise relatively benign viruses to include cell types that may respond to the R-gene product.
